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Reviewer's report:

This manuscript is a meta-analysis of LDL-C reductions and coronary artery plaque regression in response to statins. It is a very interesting study in regard to performing statin therapy. It seems that the content of this manuscript would be more complete if the authors clarified the points below.

1) In the Discussion the authors state: “Intensive lowering LDL-C (rosuvastatin mean 33 mg daily and atorvastatin mean 60 mg daily) with #17 months of duration could lead to the regression of CAP, LDL-C level should be reduced by #40% or to a target level #78 mg/dL for regressing CAP.” Since the plaque regression response to statins seems to vary with race, it would seem that an assessment according to racial differences is also needed (e.g., Japanese and Westerners).
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